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On the representation of two-dimensional scalar wave fields in the complex 
plane 

M. Nieto-Vesperinas 
Instituto de Optica, C.S.l c., Serrano 121, Madrid 6, Spain 

(Received 16 March 1983; accepted for publication 5 August 1983) 

Scalar wave fields satisfying the Helmholtz equation in two dimensions are represented by means 
of a complex variable associated with the two-dimensional physical plane. This characterizes the 
wave functions as generalizations of analytic functions, which allows the existence of a 
generalized Cauchy integral formula constituting the nucleus of well-known theorems of optics 
such as the theorem of Helmholtz and Kirchhoff and the Ewald-Oseen extinction theorem. It 
also seems useful in the interpretation of inverse diffraction and scattering problems. 

PACS numbers: 42.1O.Hc, 02.30.Dk 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The representation of scalar wave fields by means of 
functions of a complex variable has an interpretative value in 
optics. 1.2 Also, in the interaction of electromagnetic fields 
with cylindrical scatterers, there is a useful representation of 
the wave function in the complex plane which permits the 
location of singularities and analytic continuation of the 
fields. 3.4 

As in the case of some elliptic equations5
•
6 and, in parti

cular, electrostatic problems, solutions of the two-dimen
sional Helmholtz equation may be studied in the context of 
complex variable theory. It will be shown that functions of a 
complex variable, associated with two-dimensional scalar 
wave fields, are generalizations of analytic functions. They 
have a similarity to the generalized analytic functions (in 
Vekua's terminology7), or pseudoanalytic functions (as in
troduced by BersS

). In fact, there exists a generalized Cauchy 
integralformula for those functions, which constitutes the 
central equation for dealing with boundary-value problems 
(in the generalized sense of Hilbert).7.9 As will be seen, this 
formula yields a Poisson representation theorem and consti
tutes the complex variable formulation from which the 
theorem of Helmholtz and KirchhofflO

•
ll for scalar wave 

fields is obtained. It also provides a framework for the inter
pretation of inverse diffraction problems and other subjects 
of recent active research such as the extinction theorem of 
Ewald and Oseen. This theorem, which was initially a result 
of molecular optics, describing the extinction of an incident 
wave inside a medium, and its replacement by another wave 
with different wave number, has recently received a great 
deal ofattention (see, e.g., Refs. 12-14 and references there
in). It has been generalized to different media and to quan
tum potential scattering and has been interpreted by Wolf 
and Pattanayak as a nonlocal boundary condition for deter
mining fields in the interior of the medium. It will be seen in 
this paper that the mathematical aspect of the extinction 
theorem is given by the form adopted by the generalized 
Cauchy integral formula evaluated at a point exterior to a 
doubly connected domain. 

In the next section we shall establish properties charac
terizing scalar wave fields in the complex plane associated to 
the R2 physical plane. This will allow the derivation of the 

Cauchy formula (Sec. 3) and its consequences for diffraction 
and scattering problems (Sees. 4 and 5). The two-dimension
al treatment presented here is enough to show the essentials 
of the ideas that we try to put forward. We believe that a full 
3-D treatment, although important from a strict formal 
point of view when dealing with wave fields in three dimen
sions, would be much more complicated as it should require 
the use of quaternionic analysis, 15 but would not add many 
more qualitative results, at least up to the scope pursued 
here. 

2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 

Let us consider a two-dimensional monochromatic sca
lar field u(x, y) satisfying the Helmholtz equation in a do
main g} , free of sources, of the R 2 plane: 

V 2u(x,y) + k 2u{x,y) = 0, (I) 

k being the field propagation constant. 
Let us associate with the R2 plane the complex E plane 

by introducing the new variables 

z = x + iy, z = x - iy 

with the operators 

(2) 

a 1 ( a . a) a I ( a . a) (3) az=""2 ax+lay' az=""2 ax-lay' 
The partial derivatives (3) in a domain g} CE must be 

taken in the generalized sense of Sob ole v 7 or, equivalently, in 
the areal sense of Pompeiu. 9 If a continuous function u{z) has 
these derivatives in g} , then that function belongs, respec
tively, to the manifolds Dz (g}) and D z (g}). Also such a func
tion satisfies 7 

(4) 

The function u(x, y) satisfying Eq. (I) in g} C R2 will 
satisfy, as a function u{z) = u I (x, y) + iu2(x, y) in g} C E the 
following equation: 

a2
u(z) + ~ u{z) = O. (5) 

azifi 4 

That is, u(z) will belong to the class Dz (g}) and D z(g})· Let us 
consider u(z) as a function of the manifold Dz(g}); then, evi-
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dently, Eq. (5) is equivalent to the pair of equations 

au(z) = +!5.... vIz) (6a) az - 2 ' 

av(z) = +!5.... u(z) , (6b) 
az 2 

which are the complex form of the generalized Cauchy-Rie
mann systems: 

aU I _aU2 = +kv 
ax ay - I' 

aV I + aV2 -k --=+ul , 
ax ay 

(7a) 

(7b) 

When k = 0, then auf az = 0, i.e., u(z) becomes analytic in 
fiJ and u(x, y) is harmonic. 

We shall denote by ~ (fiJ) the class off unctions u satis
fying Eqs. (6) in fiJ CEo [We could develop a parallel formal
ism for the function vIz), but we shall be only interested in the 
function u(z) as the descriptor of the scalar wave field.] Func
tions of the class ~(fiJ) have a close relationship with the 
class of generalized analytic functions in the sense of Vekua 7 

or pseudoanalytic functions as defined by Bers.8 In fact, as 
will be seen, functions of the manifold ~(fiJ) satisfy some 
theorems that are similar to those established by Vekua and 
Bers. 

Theorem 1: The function UE~(fiJ) may be expressed as 

U(Z)=CP(Z)+~J r ~dSdTJ, 
21T J.fzJ ;-z (8) 

;=s +iTJ, 

cP being an analytic function. 
Proof Since u(z)EDz(fiJ), Dz(fiJ) it satisfies the well

known Green formulas 7 

~ { U(Z)dz=J { ~dxdy, 
2l Jr J.EV az (9a) 

- ~ ( u(z) dZ = J ( au dx dy , 
2l Jr J.fi! az (9b) 

r being the boundary of fiJ. 
Let z be a fixed point of fiJ. Applying Eq. (9a) to the 

domain fiJ €' which is the intersection of fiJ and the domain 
Iz - ; I > E, where E is a sufficiently small positive number, 
one easily obtains 

u(z) = - _1 (u(; ) d; _ ~ J ( au!f) ds dTJ . 
21T;)r ;-z 1T J.fi! a; ;-z 

(10) 

The first term of the right-hand side ofEq. (10) does not 
depend on z; hence it satisfies the ordinary Cauchy-Rie
mann equations, and thus it is an analytic function. Substi
tuting the value of au/a{; given by Eq. (6a) into the second 
term of Eq. (10), one obtains Eq. (8). 

The following theorem is analogous to the reciprocal 
theorem of Vekua 7 or the similarity principle of Bers8

: 

Theorem 2: The function U(Z)E~(fiJ) may be written as 

u(z) = cP (z)ew(z) , (11) 

where cP (z) is an analytic function of w(z) is a continuous 
function in fiJ of the class Dz(fiJ). Moreover, w(z) is given by 
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the expression 

w(z) = =+= ~ J ( vI; )/u(;) ds dTJ . 
21T J.fi! ;-z 

(12) 

Proof From Eq. (11) one has 

~ = u(z) aw . 
az az (13) 

Comparing Eqs. (6a) and (13) 

aw = ±!5.... vIz) . 
az 2 u(z) 

(14) 

If z = Zo is a zero of order k of u(z), then u(z) may be written 

u(z) = A (z)(z - zo)k , 

A (zo) #0 . (15) 

But, according to Eq. (6a), from Eq. (15) is obtained 

() 2 aA ( k 
V Z = ± k az z - zo) . (16) 

And from Eq. (16) one has by virtue ofEq. (6a) and (6b) 

aA [ az A (z) k 2 ] k-= - --+-A(z) (z-zo). az azaz 4 
(17) 

The right-hand side of Eq. (17) is a function that vanishes at 
z = zo, therefore the quotient 

vIz) = +~_1_ aA 
u(z) - k A (z) az 

will vanish at z = ZO [A (z) # 0 at z = zo]. 

(18) 

We conclude, thus, that the right-hand sideofEq. (14) is 
zero at those points where u(z) is zero. Moreover, we infer 
from Eq. (14) and Theorem 1 that w(z) satisfies Eq. (12). 

The representation (11) permits associating to every 
analyticfunction cP (z) of fiJ C E a function U(Z)E ~ (fiJ). Since 
e"'lz) is regular and has no zeros, the singularities and zeros of 
u(z) coincide with the singularities and zeros of cP (z). Hence, 
it follows that if u(z) does not vanish identically, its poles and 
zeros are isolated and the multiplicity of a zero and the order 
of a pole are positive integers. 

However, unlike analytic and generalized analytic 
functions, u(z) of the class ~(fiJ) does not satisfy the maxi
mum modulus principle (see also Ref. 16) nor is every uni
formly bounded function of the class u(E ) a constant, al
though it satisfies the following theorem: 

Theorem 3: Every function u(z)E~(E) continuous and 
uniformly bounded on the whole complex plane E has the 
form 

u(z) = cew(z) , (19) 

c being a constant. 
Proof By virtue of Liouville's theorem for analytic 

functions under the hypotheses of this theorem the function 
cP (z) of Theorem 2 will become a constant C. 

An example of a function u(z) satisfying Theorem 3 is 
the plane wave given by Eq. (19) with 

w(z) =! k [(q + ip)z - (q - ip)Z] , 

(20) 

q and p being, respectively, the cosine directors of the direc-
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tion of propagation. The function w(z) given by (20) satisfies 
the equations of Theorem 2 and the corresponding 
u(z)e~(E). 

Another example of wave functions u(z) satisfying 
Theorem 3 is given by the class of source-free fields studied 
by Sherman 17

, which by virtue of Theorem II of Ref. 17 
satisfy Eqs. (6) on the whole E. 

Analogously to Theorem 3, it is straight-forward to 
prove: 

Theorem 4: A function u(z)e~ (iil') which is zero at a set 
of points of iil' with a limit point will vanish identically in iil' . 

As a consequence of Theorem 4 one obtains the follow
ing corollary: 

Corollary 1: Two functions of the class ~ (iil') that coin
cide at a set of points with a limit point in iil' are identical in 
iil'. 

This corollary establishes, in analogy with the theory of 
analytic functions, that two functions of the class ~ (iil') that 
are identical on an arc of iil' are identical in the whole iil' . In 
fact, as we shall see, there exists a generalized Cauchy inte
gral formula that connects the values of a function ue ~ (iil') 
inside a domain with the values of u on its contour. This 
leads to the Poisson representation for the Helmholtz equa
tion and constitutes the formulation of the Huygens descrip
tion of wave field propagation. 

3. THE FUNDAMENTAL KERNELS AND THE 
GENERALIZED CAUCHY FORMULA 

Letnl(z,t )andn2(z,t )be solutions ofEqs. (6). i.e.,nl(z,t) 
and n 2(z,t) [complex conjugate of n 2(z,t )], satisfy 

ani = + !5... n az - 2 2' 
(20a) 

an2 - k n 
az =+"2 I 

(20b) 

and correspond, respectively, to the analytic functions 
cPI(z) = 1/t - z and cP2(z) = 0, t being a fixed point of E. By 
virtue of Theorem 1, n l and n2 satisfy the representations 

Evidently, n l and n2 hold the following conditions: 

lim (t - z)nl(z,t) = 1 , (22a) 
z~t 

lim (t - z)n2(z,t ) = 0 . (22b) 
z~t 

The functions n I (z,t ) and n 2(z,t ) are called thefundamental 
kernels of the class ~(iil'). 

Now, let us establish the following theorem: 
Theorem 5: The function u(z)e(iil') is given at points zeE 

from its values at a contour r enclosing the domain iil' by 
means of the generalized Cauchy integral 
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when zeiil', 
when zer, 
when Zf!iil' + r . 

(23) 

Proof Let rbe a contour of a domain iil'. It is the union 
of a finite number of simply smooth closed Jordan curves in 
which the function u(z) andnl(z,t ), n 2(z,t ) satisfy, respective
ly, Eqs. (6) and (20) and iil' + r does not contain the point 
z = t; both u(z)n I (z,t ) and v(z)n2(z,t ) are continuous and be
long, respectively, to the manifolds D:z(iil') and Dz(iil'). 
Hence, the Green formulas, Eqs. (9), may be applied: 

~ r u(z)n I (z,t )dz = Ii!... [u(z)n I (z,t )] dx dy 
21 Jr Ii! az 

= Ii [nl(z,t).!!!.... + u(z) ani] dxdy. 
Ii! az az 

And by means ofEqs. (6a) and (20a) one obtains 

~ r u(z)nl(z,t )dz 
21 Jr 

= ± ~ I Ig [U(Z)n2(Z,t) + n 1(z,t )v(z)]dx dy. (24) 

In a similar fashion, one obtains from Eq. (9b), and by using 
Eqs. (6b) and (20b) 

Ii -- ---:- v(z)n2(z,t )dZ 
21 r 

= + !5... I i. [v(z)nl(z,t) + n 2(z,t )u(z)]dx dy . (25) 
2 fiJ 

Then, summing (24) and (25) we obtain 

L [u(z)n I (z,t )dz - v(z)n2(z,t )dZ] = 0 . (26) 

If teiil', applying Eq. (26) to the domain iil' E bounded by r 
and the circle r E -Iz - t I = E, we get 

L [u(z)n 1(z,t )dz - v(z)n2(z,t )dZ] 

- r [u(z)n I (z,t ) - v(z)n2(z,t )dZ] = 0 . 
Jr. 

Therefore, when E-D we obtain by virtue of the conditions 
(22) 

L [u(z)nl(z,t )dz - v(z)n2(z,t )dZ] = - 21Tiu(t) . (27) 

When ter we obtain an analogous expression in the right
hand side of which appear 1Tiu(t). In other words, we have 
derived the generalized Cauchy formula of Eq. (23). 

Evidently, when k = 0 then n I (b",zj = 1/(z - (; ) and 
n2(z,{;) = 0, so that Eq. (23) becomes the classical Cauchy 
formula for analytic functions. 

As can be guessed and will be seen later, the fundamen
tal kernels n I and n2 are closely related with the Green's 
function of the Helmholtz equation. As such, we shall look 
for solutions to Eqs. (20) that satisfy conditions (22), and 
besides for z:;;z1:0, t-+oo, 

nl(z,t) = O(lt 1- 1
/

2
), (28a) 
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(28b) 

which coincide with the behavior at infinity of cylindrical 
waves. The solutions to Eqs. (20) subject to the conditions 
(22) and (28) are 

k I I (II 
!11(Z,t) = ±1Ti-~H\21(klt-zlJ, (29a) 

2 t-z 
k (21 

!12(Z,t) = 1Ti - Hb'I(k It - zl) , 
2 

(29b) 
It-zl = [(t-z)(t-Z)]lf2. 

H~I and H~I are respectively, the first and second Hankel 
functions of order v, whose limiting forms arels 

kr-D: 

- iHb'I(kr)-iH~I(kr)-(2/1T) In(kr) , 

- iH~I(kr)-iH~I(kr)- - (1I1T)r(v)(!kr)-V 

(Re v>O), (30) 

kr~oo: 

H ~I(kr) _ _2_e ± i(kr - v1T/2 - 1T141 . (II [f 
1Tkr 

(31) 

The two signs in front of the right-hand side of expres
sion (29a) as well as in Eqs. (20) and (6) must be understood in 
the following way: the upper sign is associated to H\II and 
H~I whereas the lower sign is chosen with H\21 and Hb'I. As 
will be seen, H~I and H~I are, respectively, associated to 
outgoing and incoming waves. 

It can easily be verified that Eq. (23) can be also applied 
to an unbounded domain if we impose upon u(z) the addi
tional condition 

It -zl ~ ± i.!::.. u = 0(lzl-I/2) 
t-z az 2 

(32) 

for t fixed and z~ 00 • 

This condition implies the following asymptotic law for 
u(z): 

uz-- e . () 1Tik~ 2 ±i[klt-zl-1T14] 
2 1Tklt-zl 

(33) 

That is, u(z) vanishes at infinity as fast as a diverging (upper 
sign) or converging (lower sign) cylindrical wave. Equation 
(32) is the counterpart in the E-complex plane of Sommerfeld 
radiation condition. 

With condition (32), and providing that u(z) satisfies 
Eqs. (6) in the upper half plane (uhp),y> 0, Eq. (23) yields a 
representation for u(z) for y > 0, in terms of the generalized 
Cauchy integral on the real axis: 

-. [v(s)fl2(S",z) - u(s)!1M,z)]ds 1 J'" 
217'1 _ '" 

{

U(Z) , y>O, 

= !u(z) , y = ° , 
0, y<O, 

(34) 

; = s + i1/, 

where the contour r ofEq. (23) has been chosen to be the real 
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axis and a semicircle iny > 0 centered at the origin and whose 
radius R is taken in the limit R~oo. 

Equation (34) constitutes the Poisson representation for 
u(z)eo//(9J),9J being now the upper half of the plane E. As 
such, it can be regarded as an equivalent representation to 
that of Heins 19 (see also Ref. 20). 

When only u(s ) is specified on 1/ = 0, subtracting from 
Eq. (34) the same integral but now evaluated at z instead of at 
z yields 

1 J'" - 1Ti _'" u(S)[!1I(s,z)-!1I(s,Z)]ds=u(z), y>O, 

(35) 

which is another Poisson representation equivalent to the 
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral in the R2-plane 
since evidently one may obtain from Eq. (29a) 

!11(S,z) - !11(S.z) =.!.. aG , (36) 
4an 

n being the unit normal to Ox along the positive Oy-axis, and 
G being Sommerfeld's Green function21 

(II (II 
G(k Iz -; I) = ± 1T;[H~I(k Iz -; I) - H~I(k Iz -; I)J. 

(37) 
(II 

Let us denote the left-hand side ofEq. (23) by l:~I(z): 

(II 1 1 - -I(21(Z) = -. [vI; )!12(;,z)d; - u(; )!11(;,z)d;] . (38) 
r 217'1 r 

The first of Eqs. (23), corresponding to ze9J, is analogous to 
the theorem of Helmholtz and Kirchhoff in R2 for scalar 
wave fields. 10,11 Hence, the generalized Cauchy integral rep
resents for points inside 9J the formulation in the E-plane of 

(II 
the Huygens-Fresnel description. In fact, l:~I(z) given by Eq. 
(38) may be written as 

(II 1 1 [ (II au -I(21(Z) = + - H~I(k I; - zl)-=- d; 
r 2 r a; 

+ U(;)~Hg: (k I; - zlJd;] . a; 
By making use of Eqs. (2) and (3), the above takes the form 

(II 1 1 [(II (II I(21(Z) = +- u(VH~I. ds + ilVH~IXdsl) 
r 4 r 

(II 
+ H~I(Vu. ds - ilVuXdsllJ, 

ds being the arc element vector of r taken counterclockwise. 
Then, V f· dsand IV fXdsl represent,respectively, the com
ponents of V falong the tangent t and the normal n to r22. 
Therefore we have 

(II 1 1 (II I(21(Z) = + - V(H~lu) . ds 
r 4 r 

'1 (II (II 
+..!.-. (uVH~I. n ds - H~IVu. n ds). (39) 

4 r 

The first integral ofEq. (39) is evidently zero since r is 
closed. Thus we are left with 
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( 

(I)~ (I) (I) (2) 

L(2)(Z) = _1_ f G (2)!!!:... - u~ s, 
r 41T Jr an an 

(40) 

II) 

where G (2) denotes the Green's function, respectively, for 
outgoing and incoming waves, 

(I) II) 

G(2)(k I; - zl) = ± 1TiH~)(k I; - zl)· (41) 

Equation (40) is the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral in R2. 

4. BOUNDARY VALUES. THE EXTINCTION THEOREM 

Let us consider a domain !iJI-I of the E-plane contain
ing a wave-field source distribution, and bounded by a con
tour r. !iJ1-I is included in a larger domain !iJ of boundary 
r'. We shall denote by Z < a point zE!iJ I - I and by Z > a point 
zE!iJ I+) = !iJ - !iJ1-) (Fig. 1). Evidently u(z) satisfies Eqs. (6) 
outside !iJI-), i.e., U(Z)E~(!iJI+)). 

For zE!iJI-), the generalized Cauchy formulas, Eqs. (23) 
applied to the doubly connected domain !iJI+I yield 

(42) 

where the notation of Eq. (38) has been used. 
Analogously, for zE!iJ I+ I, Eqs. (23) applied to the do

main !iJ1+) give us 
II) II) 

u(z» = L(2) (z» - L(2)(Z». 
r' r 

(43) 

II) II) 

Note that in (42) and (43) the integrals ~~), (and ~~)) involve 
the values of u(; ) and au/a; on r' (and r). 

In a direct diffraction or scattering problem the values 
u(z> ) are to be determined from ~~) by means ofEq. (43). In 
fact, by writing the total field as 

u(z) = uli)(z) + uIS)(z) , 

where U(IJ(Z) is a field wave function of the class ~ (E), i.e., a 
function that satisfies Eqs. (6) everywhere in E. It is usual to 
identify uli)(z) either with an incident field or zero according 
to whether there are in !iJI-) secondary or primary sources. 
On the other hand, uIS)(z) represents the field generated by the 
sources of § 1-) and is usually referred to as the scattered 
field or the field radiated by the sources at !iJI-I. uIS)(z) satis
fies the radiation condition for outgoing waves [Eq. (32) with 
the upper sign]. Then, it is evident that ~~), (z> ) is equal to 

r' 

@~, 
d.J .z> 
.z< 

FIG. I. Contours and domains in the E-plane. 
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the value of~~:~" i.e., to the integral (38) with the upper sign 
over a circle of radius that is taken in the limit tending to 
infinity. Then we have 

II) 

L = UI11(Z) , 
c(~} 

(44) 

since ul11 satisfies the first of Eqs. (23) everywhere in the E
plane and the component of ~~:~I due to uIS)(z) is zero by 
virtue ofEq. (32) with the upper sign. Equation (44) is inde
pendent of whether zE!iJI-I or zE!iJ I+). 

Thus, Eqs. (42) and (43) yield for the direct problem 
II) 

o = uli)(z < ) - L (z < ) , (45) 
r 

(I) 

u(z> ) = uli)(z> ) - L (z». (46) 
r 

Eq. (45) may be recognized as the extinction theorem of 
optics, which constitutes a boundary condition (nonlocal) on 
r for u(z < ).12-14 On the other hand, Eq. (46) represents the 
direct exterior solution. We thus see how both expressions, 
and in particular the extinction theorem of molecular optics, 
ultimately are consequences of the generalized Cauchy inte
gral formulas for functions of the class ~(!iJI+I). More spe
cifically, the extinction theorem constitutes the result ob
tained from the generalized Cauchy formula applied to a 
point exterior to a doubly connected domain !iJ1+). 

In an inverse diffraction or scattering problem either the 
values u(z > ) or even the values u(;) and au/a; on r are to be 
determined from u(;) andau/a;onr', i.e., from~~),. In this 
case the choice of the lower superindex of 11 1, and 112 in Eqs. 
(29) indicates that we are considering convergent cylindrical 
waves and reconstructing the initial values of u(z) from those 
on a surface r' towards which the wave field u(z) has propa
gated. In this case Eqs. (42) and (43) yield 

(2) (2) 

o = L (z < ) - L (z < ) , (47) 
r' r 

(2) (2) 

u(z> ) = L (z» - L (z». (48) 
r' r 

Note that u(z) may be decomposed according to Eq. 
(44), it satisfies the same radiation condition at infinity and, 
thus, now ~~),' does not become u(11. This is a fundamental 
difference between direct and inverse problems. 

Analogously to the extinction theorem, Eq. (45), the 
new equation (47) constitutes a nonlocal boundary condition 
for determining the interior field u(z < ) and in particular its 
value u(; ) and au/a; on the boundary r of !iJ1 - I. The inverse 
exterior solution u(z < ) is then determined from these values 
and ~~), by means ofEq. (48). 

In the case in which u(z > ) represents asourcefreefield 17 

the contribution of~~)(z > ) in Eq. (48) is negligible. This is in 
agreement, on the other hand, with the fact that if u(z > ) is 
source-free it may be extended into the domain !iJI-) (Ref. 
17) to obtain a bounded solution ofEqs. (6) for all theE-plane 
and, thus, the Cauchy formula for u(z) will apply to any sim
ply connected domain !iJI+)CE, without excluding a do
main of sources as in Eq. (48). Hence, the Cauchy integral 
formula yields for a source-free field the following inverse 
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equation instead ofEq. (48): 
(2) 

u(z" ) = L (z,,). 
r' 

(49) 

In particular, when r' is chosen as the real axis and a 
semicircle iny > 0 centered at the origin and whose radius R 
is taken in the limit R~oo, Eq. (49) becomes the 2-D analo
gous to the inverse diffraction equation of Shewell and Wolf 
[Eq. (4.9) of Ref. 23]. 

In fact the boundary values au/a; and u(; ) may be con
sidered as given on the real axis and any parallel to the real 
axis in the uhp, y > 0, by means of a conformal mapping that 
transforms the r-contour into the line y = O. The domain 
fiJI -) thus becoming the lhp which contains the sources, and 
the domain exterior to fiJ<-) being mapped into the uhp free 
of sources. 

5. THE GENERALIZED CAUCHY FORMULA IN A 
DOMAIN CONTAINING SOURCES 

We should add to the previous analysis, that it is even 
possible to obtain a generalized Cauchy formula for a func
tion u(z) in a domain fiJ containing sources, such as the do
mains fiJ(-) or fiJ of Fig. 1. 

This is the case for a wave field u(z) satisfying the com
plex form of the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation, 

a2u(z) k 2 1 
--+-u(z)=-p(z), (50) 
aziJi 4 4 

p(z) denoting the source distribution. 
Equation (50) is equivalent to the pair of equations 
au k 
iJi = ±"'2 v(z) , (51a) 

av _ k 2 
az = +"'2 u(z)±TP(Z)' (51b) 

Of course, the function u(z) satisfying Eqs. (51) is no 
longer a function of the class ~(fiJ). However, in an analo
gous way as Theorem 5 was proven, it is easy to derive the 
following generalized Cauchy formula for u(z): 

~ r [v(; )il2(; ,z)d; - u(; )111 (; ,z)d; ] 
2m Jr 

± _1_ J r dx dy p(z)il2(;,z) 
21Tk J", 

{

U(Z) , 

= !U(z) , 
0, 

zEfiJ , 

zEF, 

zEtfiJ + r, 
r being the boundary of fiJ. 

(52) 

Equations (52), when used together with Eqs. (42) and 
(43), may transform contour integrals into domain integrals 
and, in particular, may be used for solving the inverse interi
or problem, namely, that of finding the source distributions 

(1) 

p(z) from the knowledge of L~), (z). 24.25 

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have established a complex variable characteriza
tion of scalar wave fields that satisfy the Helmholtz equation 
in two dimensions. This permits us to obtain fundamental 
mathematical properties for the wave functions in the com-
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plex plane associated to the physical H2-plane. Specifically, 
these functions have been seen to be generalizations of ana
lytic functions with many similar properties; in particular, 
the possibility of establishing a generalized Cauchy integral 
formula which is fundamental for solving boundary-value 
problems. This formula is revealed as the nucleus of classical 
theorems of optics such as the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff 
theorem and the Ewald and Oseen extinction theorem, and 
may also be useful in the formulation of inverse scattering 
and diffraction problems. The analytic nature of the wave 
functions, in the general sense used here, seems therefore to 
be a fundamental characteristic of scattered fields: specifi
cally, it is at the root of the conservation of information in 
wave propagation (Huygens' principle) as stems from the 
Cauchy integral. 
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